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Word Meaning

Cacographist That person who is appointed by two parties to solve a dispute

arbitrator A sudden rush into enemy country

foray The person who is bad at spellings

formalism One who is not accepted by the society

jaywalk Excessive obedience to rules and ceremonies

holocaust To cross streets in a careless and dangerous way

embargo Great destruction and loss of many lives

ergonomics An official order forbidding trade with another country

invective The study of people’s efficiency in their working environment

malady A forceful attacking speech used for blaming someone

pariah That which is wrong with a system



pesky
Adjective

Meaning:

Causing irritation, trouble or annoyance; annoying; vexing; bothersome; irritating

Usage:

Pesky mosquitoes ruin an outdoor movie

I have been trying to get rid of this pesky cold for weeks

परेशान करने वाला
तंग करने वाला



nebulous
Adjective

Meaning:

Clouded or hazy; unclear

Usage:

When you walk through the woods on a foggy morning, the trees may all have a 
mysterious nebulous look to them

When you fly in a plane on an overcast day, the land below you looks nebulous 
and indistinct

अ प ट
धुंधला



overcast
Meaning:

Clouded over; a covering of clouds over the 
sky; beclouded; overclouded; 

Usage:

An impenetrable fog overcast our view of 
the harbor

It was an overcast morning

 

घरा हुआ
मेघयु त

बदल से घरा हुआ



edify

Verb

Meaning:

To educate; uplift; enlighten; to instruct or to improve 
especially in moral or religious knowledge; build; 
establish; illume; illuminate; inspire; nurture

Usage:

These books will both entertain and edify the readers

It was a family-oriented show that tried to edify the 
audience

समझाना
सखाना



addendum
Noun

Meaning:

A thing added; addition; a supplement to a book; supplement; afterword

Usage:

Shobha’s article was written in 1972, but it was updated with an addendum in 
recent years

It would be smart to add an addendum to your resume to highlight some of your 
areas of expertise

जोड़



inadvertently
Adverb

Meaning:

Without knowledge or intent; 
unknowingly; unwittingly; unplanned; 
unpremeditated

Usage:

You have been inadvertently calling 
Reema instead of Riddhi.

गलती से
अनजाने म



dossier
Noun

Meaning:

A file; report; a collection of documents about a particular person, event or subject

Usage:

There are countless scenes in spy movies where an intrepid secret agent breaks 
into a secure government facility in order to steal a dossier or a collection of files

फाइल



intrepid
Adjective

Meaning:

Brave and bold; lack of fear in dealing with new or unknown; characterized by 
resolute fearlessness, fortitude and endurance

Usage:

Super heroes are intrepid in their struggle for truth and justice

 

बहादरु
वीर



Quiz:



The government is under no obligation to offer 
contracts to companies which choose to flout 
guidelines

1. Condemn
2. Ignore
3. Defy
4. Neglect 





Soon he felt uncomfortable for the coach was now 
moving over a rugged road

1. Rough
2. Narrow
3. Dusty
4. Sturdy 



Indians exhibited a remarkable solidarity at the time 
of war
1. Coalition
2. Cooperation
3. Unification
4. Unity 



His impeccable style 
caught the attention of the 
critics

1. Faultless
2. Inoffensive
3. Upright
4. Harmless 



Word Meaning

Cacographist That person who is appointed by two parties to solve a dispute

arbitrator A sudden rush into enemy country

foray The person who is bad at spellings

formalism One who is not accepted by the society

jaywalk Excessive obedience to rules and ceremonies

holocaust To cross streets in a careless and dangerous way

embargo Great destruction and loss of many lives

ergonomics An official order forbidding trade with another country

invective The study of people’s efficiency in their working environment

malady A forceful attacking speech used for blaming someone

pariah That which is wrong with a system



Cheat sheet:
1. Cacographist: the person who is bad at spellings
2. Arbitrator: that person who is appointed by two parties to solve a dispute
3. Foray: a sudden rush into enemy country
4. Formalism: excessive obedience to rules and ceremonies
5. Jaywalk: to cross streets in a careless and dangerous way
6. Holocaust: great destruction and the loss of many lives
7. Embargo: an official order forbidding trade with another country
8. Ergonomics: the study of people’s efficiency in their working environment
9. Invective: a forceful attacking speech used for blaming someone

10. Malady: that which is wrong with system
11. Pariah: one who is not accepted by the society 
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